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Abstract

Societies are regulated by norms and, consequently,
autonomous agents that want to be part of such soci-
eties must be able to reason about norms. However,
no reasoning can be done if agents lack a model of
norms that enables them to know how, by complying
with norms, some of their goals might be affected. In
this paper, a general model of norms is proposed. By
contrast with current models of norms, our model em-
phasises those aspects that autonomous agents might
consider before taking decisions regarding norms. The
model is applied to represent the most common kinds
of norms that exist in a society, and its effectiveness to
design systems of norms is shown.

1 Introduction

The agent paradigm is one of the most pervasive ar-
eas of Computer Science [15]. Agents are autonomous
problem-solving computational entities able to act in
flexible and dynamic environments. Frequently, agents
are required to work with other agents which do not
necessarily share the same interests and, to avoid con-
flicts that appear among these autonomous and self-
interested agents, norms are introduced. Norms pre-
scribe what is permitted and what is forbidden in a
society. They specify the responsibilities and benefits
for the society members and, consequently, agents can
make their plans for action based on the expected be-
haviour of others. Norms also make formal the agree-
ments between agents that promise to do something
and agents that expect this promise to be fulfilled. In
general, all kinds of activities that require the coordi-
nated participation of more than one agent are possible
thanks to the introduction of norms [10] and, therefore,
their use is a necessity for multi-agent systems (MAS)
to work effectively.

To incorporate norms in multi-agent systems, efforts

have been made to describe and define the different
types of norms that agents have to deal with [6, 19],
including work that describes reasoning about obliga-
tions using deontic logic [2, 11]. However, this has not
led to a model that facilitates the computational rep-
resentation of all kinds of norm. Norms appear to be
different from each other, which also suggests that if
we want to model agents able to deal with norms, dif-
ferent processes of reasoning must be proposed. This
complicates rather than facilitates the modelling of the
normative behaviour of agents.

Some work introduces norms in multi-agent systems
to represent societies, institutions and organisations
[9, 16]. Here, norms represent the means to achieve
coordination among agents which are assumed to be
able to comply with norms, to adopt new norms, and
to obey the authorities of the system as an end. Thus,
although agents in such systems are said to be au-
tonomous, their models of norms do not offer the means
for them to understand why norms should be complied
with. Consequently, if agents that autonomously de-
cide whether to fulfill a norm are required, a model
of norms that allows such decisions is needed. That
is, a model that allows the representation of different
kinds of norms, and that includes elements that help
agents in deciding what to do, is needed. In this paper,
a general model of norms with these characteristics is
proposed. The model is applied to represent the most
common kinds of norms that exist in a society, and the
way to design a complete system of norms, by using
the model, is provided.

The organisation of this paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, a general model of norms is proposed. Section
3 presents the different categories of norms, whereas
in Section 4, norms that make a system of norms are
discussed. In Section 5, a multi-agent system regulated
by norms is formally defined before providing our con-
clusions.



2 Norms

Autonomous Agents

In what follows, we use the Z specification language to
construct a formal model of norms. Z is a language
that allows an easy transition from specification to im-
plementation; and it is based on set-theory and first
order logic, with details available in [20]. Due to space
constraints, however, we will not elaborate the use of
Z further. In addition, to avoid starting from scratch,
we adopt the smart agent framework [8] which pro-
vides the basis to understand agents and multi-agent
systems. There, an attribute represents a perceivable
feature of an agent’s environment, goals are defined as
a non-empty set of attributes that describe states of
affairs in the world, motivations are desires or prefer-
ences that affect the outcome of the reasoning intended
to satisfy an agent’s goals, and actions are discrete
events that change the state of the environment when
performed. For the purposes of this paper, further de-
tails are not needed, so we simply consider them as
given sets.

[Attribute,Goal ,Motivation,Action,EnvState]

In smart, an autonomous agent is described by a set
of capabilities that it is able to perform, a set of beliefs
that represent the state of its world, a non-empty set of
goals that it wants to bring about and a non-empty set
of motivations representing its preferences. By omit-
ting irrelevant details for this paper, we formalise an
autonomous agent as follows.

AutonomousAgent
capabilities : P Action; beliefs : P Attribute
goals : P Goal ; motivations : P Motivation

goals �= ∅; motivations �= ∅

Norm Model

Norms are mechanisms to govern the behaviour of
agents especially in those cases when agent behaviour
might affect other agents. They can be characterised
by their prescriptiveness, sociality, and social pressure.
That is, a norm tells an agent how to behave (prescrip-
tiveness) in situations where more than one agent is in-
volved (sociality) and, since it is always expected that
norms conflict with the personal interests of agents, so-
cially acceptable mechanisms to force agents to comply
with norms are needed (social pressure). By analysing
these properties, the essential components that enable
agents to reason about why a norm should be complied
with can be identified.

Norms specify patterns of behaviour for a set of
agents. These patterns are sometimes represented as
actions to be performed [1, 21], or restrictions to be im-
posed over an agent’s actions [16, 17]. At other times,
patterns of behaviour are specified through goals that
must be either satisfied or avoided by agents [5, 19].
Now, since actions are performed in order to change the
state of an environment, goals are states that agents
want to bring about, and restrictions can be seen as
goals to be avoided, we argue that by considering goals
the other two patterns of behaviour can be easily rep-
resented [13]. In brief, norms specify something that
ought to be done and, consequently, a set of normative
goals must be included in a norm. Sometimes, these
normative goals must be directly intended, while at
other times their role is to inhibit specific states (as in
the case of prohibitions). Norms are always directed at
a set of addressee agents which are directly responsi-
ble for the satisfaction of the normative goals. The set
of addressee agents may contain all the agents in the
system, as with a mutually understood social law, or it
may just contain a single agent. Now, because some-
times, to take decisions regarding norms, agents not
only consider what must be done but also for whom it
must be done, agents that benefit from the satisfaction
of normative goals must also be included in a norm.

In general, norms are not applied all the time, but
only in particular circumstances or within a specific
context. Thus, norms must always specify the situa-
tions in which addressee agents must fulfill them. For
example, if an agent enters a library, the norm of being
quiet must be triggered. Exception states must also be
included, representing situations in which addressees
cannot be punished when they have not complied with
norms. Exceptions define immunity states for all ad-
dressee agents in such a particular situation [18]. More-
over, to ensure that personal interests do not impede
the fulfillment of norms, mechanisms either to promote
compliance with norms, or to inhibit deviation from
them, are needed. As a result, norms might include
any rewards to be given when normative goals become
satisfied, or punishments to be applied when they are
not. Both rewards and punishments are the means for
addressee agents to know what might happen whatever
decision regarding norms they take. They are not the
responsibility of addressee agents but of other agents
already entitled to issue rewards or punishments, and
since they represent states to be achieved, it is natural
to consider them as goals.

The formal specification of a norm is given in the
Norm schema. All the components of norms described
above are included, together with some constraints on
them. First, it does not make any sense to have norms



specifying nothing, norms directed at nobody, or norms
that either never or always become applied. Thus, the
first three predicates in the schema state that the set
of normative goals, the set of addressee agents, and
the context must never be empty. The fourth predi-
cate states that the set of attributes describing both
the context and exceptions must be disjoint to avoid
inconsistencies in identifying whether a norm must be
applied or not. The final constraint specifies that pun-
ishments and rewards are also consistent and, there-
fore, they must be disjoint.

Norm
normativegoals : P Goal
addressees, beneficiaries : P AutonomousAgent
context , exceptions : EnvState
rewards, punishments : P Goal

normativegoals �= ∅

addressees �= ∅; context �= ∅

context ∩ exceptions = ∅

rewards ∩ punishments = ∅

Permitted and Forbidden Actions

Sometimes it is useful to observe norms not through
the normative goals that ought to be achieved, but
through the actions that can lead to the satisfaction of
such goals. Then, actions that are either permitted or
forbidden by a norm are considered as follows. If there
is a situation state in which a norm must be fulfilled,
and the results of an action benefit the achievement of
the associated normative goals, such an action is per-
mitted by the respective norm. For example, the action
of leaving a building through an emergency exit is an
action that is permitted by the norm of being outside
every time a fire alarm becomes activated. Formally,
we say that an action is permitted by a norm in a par-
ticular state of the environment, if and only if the con-
text in which such a norm must be applied is a subset
of this state, and the results of the action benefit one
of the normative goals of the norm. There, benefits is
a predicate that is true when an action leads to the
satisfaction of a goal.

permitted : P(Action × Norm × EnvState)

∀ a : Action; n : Norm; env : EnvState •
permitted (a,n, env) ⇔ n.context ⊆ env ∧
(∃ g : n.normativegoals • benefits (a (env), g))

By analogy, forbidden actions are defined as those
actions leading to a situation which contradicts or hin-
ders the normative goal. For example, the action illegal
parking is forbidden by a norm whose normative goal is

to avoid parking in front of a hospital entrance. This is
formally expressed below, where hinders is a predicate
that is true when the results of an action hinder a goal.

forbidden : P(Action × Norm × EnvState)

∀ a : Action; n : Norm; env : EnvState •
forbidden (a,n, env) ⇔ n.context ⊆ env ∧
(∃ g : n.normativegoals • hinders (a (env), g))

In other words, if an action is applied in the con-
text of a norm, and the results of this action benefit
the normative goals, the action is permitted. However,
when the action hinders the normative goals instead of
providing benefits, that action is forbidden.

3 Categories of Norms

The term norm has been used as a synonym for obli-
gations [7], prohibitions [6], social laws [16], social com-
mitments [4, 10] and other kinds of rules imposed by
societies (or by an authority). The position of our work
is quite different. It considers that all these terms can
be grouped in a general definition of a norm, because
they have the same properties (i.e. prescriptiveness,
sociality and social pressure), and they can be repre-
sented by using the same model. All represent respon-
sibilities for addressee agents, and create expectations
for other agents. They also are the means to support
beneficiaries when they have to claim some compensa-
tion in situations in which norms are not fulfilled as
expected. Moreover, whatever the kind of norm be-
ing considered, its fulfillment may be rewarded, and its
unfulfillment may be penalised.

What makes one norm different from another is the
way in which they are created, their persistence, and
the elements that are obligatorily included in the norm.
Thus, norms might be created by the agent designer as
built-in norms, they can be the result of agreements
between agents, or can be elaborated by a complex le-
gal system. Regarding their persistence, norms might
be taken into account during different periods of time,
such as until an agent dies, as long as an agent stays in a
society, or just for a short period of time until its nor-
mative goals become satisfied. Finally, some compo-
nents of a norm might not exist, some norms do not in-
clude either punishments or rewards, even though they
are complied with. Despite these differences, all types
of norms can be reasoned about in similar ways. Some
of these characteristics can be used to provide a classi-
fication of norms into four main categories: obligations,
prohibitions, social commitments and social codes.



Obligations and Prohibitions

Obligations and prohibitions are norms whose purpose
is to ensure the coordination of individuals in a society,
and which agents adopt once they become members of
the society. Agents adopt these norms because they
represent the means to satisfy other important goals.
Generally, addressee agents do not participate in their
creation, but there are agents entitled to do so. Obli-
gations and prohibitions are considered by agents to be
complied with, as long as they stay in a society. The
main characteristic of these kinds of norms is that pun-
ishments are applied to those agents that violate them.
Norms adopted by a secretary in an office, by workers
in a factory, or by students in a university are some
examples. Formally, an obligation is a norm whose vi-
olation is always penalised. To represent it, the schema
of a norm is used by imposing a constraint on punish-
ments as follows.

Obligation =̂ [Norm | punishments �= ∅]

Whereas obligations represent goals that addressees
must bring about, prohibitions represent goals that
should be avoided. Since goals are represented as de-
sired states, and states are represented as predicates
or their negation, normative goals of prohibitions can
be easily represented as negated goals. Consequently,
no further distinction between obligations and prohibi-
tions is given. Formally, they have the same represen-
tation.

Prohibition == Obligation

Social Commitments

The second category of norms corresponds to social
commitments. These are norms derived from agree-
ments or negotiations between two or more agents [10].
They are part of a deal between two sets of agents and,
consequently, addressees participate actively in their
creation. Normative goals, rewards and punishments
of this kind of norms are agreed rather than imposed.
Once the normative goals of a social commitment are
satisfied, a reward can be claimed. For this reason, so-
cial commitments sometimes come in pairs, one speci-
fying what must be done in the first instance, and the
other to specify what must be done when the first social
commitment becomes fulfilled. Beneficiaries of a social
commitment are, in general, responsible for monitoring
its fulfillment. Contrary to obligations, social commit-
ments are temporary, because they may disappear once
the normative goals become satisfied. Social commit-
ments are formally specified, in the schema below, as
norms whose fulfillment is always rewarded.

SocialCommitment =̂ [Norm | rewards �= ∅]

Social Codes

Our third category of norms is social codes. These
are norms which are accepted as general principles by
the members of a society or a particular agent group.
Rather than being forced through punishments or re-
wards, social codes are complied with as ends in them-
selves. They are motivated to be fulfilled because of the
empathy or sympathy that addressee agents have to-
wards other agents (especially towards agents that ben-
efit from the norm), or because addressee agents want
to express their social conformity. Examples of these
kinds of norms can be those that prescribe that elderly
people must have priority on seats on buses, norms that
state that garbage must not be thrown on the street,
or norms that state that any personal information pro-
vided to an institution is confidential. Formally, social
codes are norms which have neither punishments nor
rewards (at least explicitly). They can be represented
as follows.

SocialCode =̂
[Norm | rewards = ∅ ∧ punishments = ∅]

In the remainder of this paper, and in accordance
with its definition, the term norm is used as an um-
brella term to cover every type of norm, namely obli-
gations, prohibitions, social commitments and social
codes. Now, a normative agent can be defined as an
agent whose behaviour is shaped by obligations that it
has to comply with, prohibitions that limit the kind of
goals that it can pursue, social commitments that are
created during its social interactions, and social codes
whose fulfillment represents social satisfaction for the
agent. Its formalisation is given as follows.

NormativeAgent
AutonomousAgent ;
norms : P Norm

norms �= ∅

4 System of Norms

Norm Instances

To understand different events that occur in a sys-
tem due to norms, it is necessary to consider about
norms that are either fulfilled or unfulfilled. However,
since most of the time norms are addressed at a set of
agents rather than individuals, the meaning of fulfilling



a norm might be subjective. Most of the time it de-
pends on the interpretation of either designers or anal-
ysers of a system. In small groups of agents, it might be
easy to say that a norm has been fulfilled when every
addressee agent has fulfilled the norm; by contrast, in
larger societies, a percentage of agents complying with
a norm will be enough to declare it as fulfilled. As can
be seen, instead of defining fulfilled norms in general,
it is more practical to define norms being fulfilled by
a particular addressee agent. To do so, the concept of
norm instance is introduced.

Once a norm is adopted by an agent, a norm in-
stance is created. This represents the internalisation
of a norm. A norm instance is a copy of the original
norm that is now used as a mental attitude from which
new goals for the agent might be inferred. Norms and
norm instances are the same concept used for different
purposes. Norms exist in a society, and agents work
with instances of these norms so that there is an in-
stance for each addressee of a norm. Formally, we do
not make any distinction between a norm and its in-
stances. An instance of a norm is formalised as follows.

NormInstance == Norm

We say that a norm has been fulfilled by an ad-
dressee agent if all the normative goals of the corre-
sponding instance have already been satisfied in a spe-
cific state. As can be observed, saying that an instance
of a norm has been fulfilled is equivalent to saying that
its normative goals have been satisfied. Formally, we
say that an instance of a norm is fulfilled when all its
normative goals are satisfied. The formal representa-
tion is given below. Here, the satisfied predicate is true
when the states represented by the goal are a logical
consequence of the current environmental state.

fulfilled : P(NormInstance × EnvState)

∀n : NormInstance; st : EnvState •
fulfilled (n, st) ⇔ (∀ g : n.normativegoals •
satisfied (g , st))

Interlocking Norms

The norms of a system are not isolated from each other;
sometimes, compliance with some of them is a condi-
tion to trigger (or activate) other norms. That is, there
are norms that prescribe how some agents must behave
in situations in which other agents either comply with
a norm or do not comply with it [18]. For example,
when employees comply with their obligations in an
office, paying their salary becomes an obligation of the
employer; or when a plane cannot take off, providing
accommodation to passengers becomes a responsibility

of the airline. Norms related in this way can make a
complete chain of norms (a system of norms) because
the newly activated norms can, in turn, activate new
ones. Now, since triggering a norm depends on past
compliance with another, we call these kinds of norms
interlocking norms. The norm that gives rise to the
other norm is called the primary norm, whereas the
norm activated as a result of either the fulfillment or
violation of the first is called the secondary norm.
 

satisfied (or unsatisfied)  normative goals   

normative goals exceptions context . . . . . . 

normative goals exceptions context . . . . . . 

primary norm  

secondary norm   

Figure 1. Interlocking norm structure

To describe the structure of these norms in terms
of the norm model mentioned earlier, recall that the
context is a state that must hold for a norm to be
complied with. Now, since the fulfillment of a norm
is assessed through its normative goals, the context
of the secondary norm must include the satisfaction
(or non-satisfaction) of all the primary norm’s norma-
tive goals. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of both
the primary and the secondary norms and how they
are interlocked through the primary norm’s normative
goals and the secondary norm’s context. The definition
below formally states that a norm is interlocked with
another norm by non-compliance if in the context of
the secondary norm, an instance of the primary norm
can be considered as unfulfilled. This means that when
any addressee of a norm does not fulfill the norm, the
corresponding interlocking norm will be triggered. In
the formal definition, n1 represents the primary norm,
whereas, n2 is the secondary norm. The predicate
isnorminstance is true when a norm instance is an in-
stance of a norm.

lockedbynoncompliance : P(Norm × Norm)

∀n1,n2 : Norm •
lockedbynoncompliance (n1,n2) ⇔
∃ni : NormInstance | isnorminstance (ni ,n1) •
¬ fulfilled (ni ,n2.context)

Similarly, a norm is interlocked with another norm
by compliance if, in the context of the secondary norm,
an instance of the primary norm can be considered as
fulfilled. Thus, any addressee of the norm that fulfills



it will trigger the interlocking norm. The specification
of this is given below.

lockedbycompliance : P(Norm × Norm)

∀n1,n2 : Norm •
lockedbycompliance (n1,n2) ⇔
∃ni : NormInstance | isnorminstance (ni ,n1) •

fulfilled (ni ,n2.context)

Having the means to relate norms in this way allows
us to model how the normative behaviour of agents
that are addressees of a secondary norm is influenced
by the normative behaviour of addressees of a primary
norm.

Enforcement and Reward Norms

Particularly interesting are the norms triggered in or-
der to punish offenders of other norms. We call these
enforcement norms and their addressees are the de-
fenders of a norm. These norms represent exerted so-
cial pressure because they specify not only who must
apply the punishments, but also under which circum-
stances these punishments must be applied. That is,
once the violation of a norm becomes identified by de-
fenders, their duty is to start a process in which of-
fender agents can be punished. For example, if there
is an obligation to pay accommodation fees for all stu-
dents in a university, there must also be a norm stating
what hall managers must do when a student refuses to
pay.

As can be seen, norms that enforce other norms are a
special case of interlocking norms because, besides be-
ing interlocked by non-compliance, the normative goals
of the secondary norm must include every punishment
of the primary norm (see Figure 2). By modelling en-
forcement norms in this way, we make an offender’s
punishments consistent with a defender’s responsibili-
ties. Addressees of an enforced norm (i.e. the primary
norm) can thus know what might happen if the norm
is not complied with, and addressees of an enforcement
norm (i.e. the secondary norm) can know what must be
done in order to punish the offenders of another norm.
Enforcement norms allow the authority of defenders to
be very well delimited.

Formally, the relationship between a norm directed
to control the behaviour of some agents and the norm
directed at punishing the offenders of such a norm can
be defined as follows. A norm enforces another norm
if the first norm is activated when the second becomes
unfulfilled, and all punishments associated with the un-
fulfilled norm are part of the normative goals of the
first. Every norm satisfying this property is known as
an enforcement norm.

 

normative goals punishments context . . . . . . 

unsatisfied normative goals 

enforced norm 

enforcement norm 

normative goals exceptions context . . . . . . 

Figure 2. Enforcement norm structure

enforces : P(Norm × Norm)

∀n1,n2 : Norm • enforces (n1,n2) ⇔
lockedbynoncompliance (n2,n1) ∧
n2.punishments ⊆ n1.normativegoals

So far we have described some interlocking norms in
term of punishments because punishments are one of
the more commonly used mechanisms to enforce com-
pliance with norms. However, a similar analysis can be
made for interlocking norms corresponding to the pro-
cess of rewarding members doing their duties. These
norms must be interlocked by compliance and all the
rewards included in the primary norm (rewarded norm)
must be included in the normative goals of the sec-
ondary norm (reward norm). Formally, we say that a
norm encourages compliance with another norm if the
first norm is activated when the second norm becomes
fulfilled, and the rewards associated with the fulfilled
norm are part of the normative goals of the first norm.
Every norm satisfying this property is known as a re-
ward norm.

rewardnorm : P(Norm × Norm)

∀n1,n2 : Norm • rewardnorm (n1,n2) ⇔
lockedbycompliance (n2,n1) ∧
n2.rewards ⊆ n1.normativegoals

It is important to mention that this way of repre-
senting enforcement and reward norms can create an
infinite chain of norms because we would also have to
define norms to apply when authorities or defenders
do not comply with their obligations, either to punish
those agents breaking rules or to reward those agents
that fulfill their responsibilities [18]. The decision of
when to stop this interlocking of norms is left to the cre-
ator of norms. If a system requires it, the model (and
formalisation) for enforcing and encouraging norms can
be used recursively as necessary. There is nothing in
the definition of the model itself to prevent this.



Legislation Norms

In all societies, there must exist the possibility of cre-
ating new norms (to solve unexpected and recurrent
conflicts among agents), modifying existing ones (to in-
crease their effectiveness), or even abolishing those that
become obsolete. Although it is possible that many of
the members of a society have capabilities to do this,
these capabilities must be restricted to be carried out
by a particular set of agents in order to avoid every-
one imposing norms. Otherwise, conflicts of interest
might emerge. That is, norms stating when actions to
legislate are permitted must exist in a normative multi-
agent system [12]. Formally, we say that a norm is a
legislation norm if actions to issue and to abolish norms
are permitted by this norm in the current environment.
These constraints are specified as follows.

legislate : P(Norm × EnvState)

∀n : Norm; env : EnvState •
legislate (n, env) ⇔
(∃ issuingnorms, abolishnorms : Action •
permitted (issuingnorms,n, env) ∨
permitted (abolishnorms,n, env))

Enforcement, reward and legislation norms acquire
particular relevance in systems regulated by norms be-
cause the abilities to punish, reward, and legislate must
be restricted for use only by competent authorities (ad-
dressees of the respective norms). Otherwise, offenders
might be punished two or more times if many agents
take this as their responsibility. It could also be the
case that selfish agents demand unjust punishments or
that selfish offenders reject being punished. That is,
conflicts of interest might emerge in a society if such
responsibilities are given either to none or to everyone.

5 Normative Multi-Agent Systems

Norms cannot be studied independently of the sys-
tems for which they are created. Although social sys-
tems that are regulated by norms are different from
one another, some general characteristics can be iden-
tified. These consist of a set of agents that are con-
trolled by the same set of norms ranging from obliga-
tions and social commitments to social codes. However,
whereas there are static systems in which all norms are
defined in advance and agents in the system always
comply with them [3, 16], a more realistic vision of
these kinds of systems suggests that when autonomous
agents are considered, neither can all norms be known
in advance (since new recurrent conflicts among agents
may emerge and, therefore, new norms may be needed),

nor can compliance with norms be guaranteed (since
agents can decide not to comply). We can say, then,
that systems regulated by norms must include mecha-
nisms to deal with both the modification of norms and
the unpredictable normative behaviour of autonomous
agents. By using the concepts already defined, a gen-
eral system regulated by norms can be formalised.

The schema below represents a normative multi-
agent system. It comprises a set of normative agent
members (i.e. agents able to reason about norms) and a
set of general norms that govern the behaviour of these
agents (represented here by the variable generalnorms).
There are also norms dedicated to enforce other norms
(enforcenorms), norms directed to encourage compli-
ance with norms through rewards (rewardnorms),and
norms issued to allow the creation and abolition of
norms (legislationnorms). The current state of the en-
vironment is represented by the variable environment .
Constraints over these components are imposed as fol-
lows. Although it is possible that agents do not know
all the norms in the system due to their own limita-
tions, it is always expected that they adopt at least
some of the norms (represented by the first predicate
in the schema). The second predicate makes explicit
that addressee agents of norms must be members of the
system. Thus, addressee agents of every norm must
be included in the set of member agents because it
does not make any sense to have norms addressed to
nonexistent agents. The last three predicates respec-
tively describe the structure of enforcement and reward
norms, and legislation norms. Notice that whereas ev-
ery enforcement norm must have a norm to enforce,
not every norm may have a corresponding enforcement
norm, which means that no one in the society is legally
entitled to punish an agent that does not fulfill such a
norm.

NormativeMAS
members : P NormativeAgent
generalnorms, enforcenorms : P Norm
rewardnorms, legislationnorms : P Norm
environment : EnvState

∀ ag : members •
ag .norms ∩ generalnorms �= ∅

∀ sn : generalnorms •
sn.addressees ⊆ members
∀ en : enforcenorms •
(∃n : generalnorms • enforces (en,n))
∀ rn : rewardnorms •
(∃n : generalnorms • rewardnorm (rn,n))
∀ ln : legislationnorms •
legislate (ln, environment)



6 Conclusions

There are many advantages of the model of norms
presented in this paper over other models of norms.
The model subsumes other norm models [4, 6, 10, 16,
22] where only some components of our model are con-
sidered. Rather than being directed at agents that
always comply with norms, our model is directed at
autonomous agents that decide on their own whether
to do so because the model includes components that
facilitate such a decision. It provides the means for
agents to know how to behave in particular situations,
the consequences of complying (or not) with the norm,
and who benefits from such actions. Thus, the model
sets up the basis to model the normative behaviour of
autonomous agents [14]. The model also allows the rep-
resentation of a complete system of norms where com-
pliance with some norms activates other norms. By us-
ing interlocking norms, reward and enforcement norms
are defined. A general model of normative multi-agent
systems is proposed. In this kind of system, norms to
control the normative behaviour of agents are clearly
and well defined.
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